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In this landmark publication, Dr. Bellis takes a lot of the mystery out of APD.An incredible number of
Americans struggle silently with APD. Facing a severely decreased ability to go through, spell, comprehend,
and communicate, kids with APD are at the mercy of anxiety, academic failing, and a damaged feeling of
self. As audio travels through an imperfect auditory pathway, terms become jumbled, distorted, and
unintelligible. As Dr. If you or anyone you know has difficulty comprehending spoken vocabulary, or if your
son or daughter is struggling in school, this important reserve may possess the answers you will need. For
many of them, holding a simple conversation can be next to impossible. Frequently, they are misdiagnosed.
Talking about the latest and most promising clinical advances and treatment plans, and providing a bunch of
proven strategies for coping, Dr. Teri James Bellis, among the world's leading authorities on auditory
processing disorder (APD), explains the type of the devastating condition and provides insightful case
research that illustrate its influence on the lives of its sufferers. Bellis notes, the most profound effect
of this highly specific impediment to auditory comprehension could be on the young.
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Mostly centered about children and auditory processing disorder’s… Would be nice if it had more info for
adults This book includes a lot of ideas for children with auditory processing nonetheless it would be nice to
possess a book dedicated simply for adults with auditory processing disorder is and tips for them and
succeeding not surprisingly disorder Extremely informative, easy to understand, lots of examples I
purchased this publication because We strongly suspected among my kids had an auditory processing
disorder. This publication gave us a better understanding of what he's dealing with. This publication was a
great resource to help me understand what my child was going through. Bellis is truly a gifted article
writer and you may appreciate the case research of children and adults who have been identified as having
this disorder. I acquired my child tested and he didn't receive the official diagnosis, but this publication
helped answer a lot of my queries that I experienced. I wanted to get into his evaluation fully ready and
armed with all the information I could get. Nevertheless, this book is most likely informative more than
enough for the average parent. But, none folks cannot really be anything we want to become, as we each
have our own areas of weakness and difficulty. Good info about APD, feels otherwise lacking Good info
about APD - desire it had more therapeutic advice, treatment options, fresh research, etc. Realistically,
that their auditory digesting disorders, also after therapy, may place some limitations on career, etc.What
I most appreciated about the publication was that she was both optimistic and realistic. I can't emphasize
enough the fact that the info in this book could be lifestyle changing for many individuals.For my son, it
turned out that we were best about his hearing getting normal and in thinking that he had APD.The book
contains a vast amount of information. He appeared to have regular hearing when we tested him by
whispering, stating his name when his back again was turned, etc, but he had a lot of trouble with following
oral instructions, misremembering what was thought to him, etc. I'd definitely recommend this book to
parents of children with (suspected) APD.Although I knew I had APD, until I read this reserve I didn't
understand much about it. Five Stars Good book! Use it to rule out APD therefore the professionals can
help with the correct diagnosis to get your student on track. It explains so many things! Obviously, it is
not a light-reading type of publication. If you wish to understand how the brain interprets noises, written
in layman's terms after that please grab this book immediately. However, the info that does apply will end
up being significant and well worth the expense of the book. Great information for those suffering from
APD. The publication is very easy to read, very understandable, created in a somewhat conversational style
with lots of helpful good examples. I appreciated the fact that she didn't allow the reader to believe that
there is a magic pill that would totally fix APD for everyone. Great read for teachers and parents alike to
help them better understand children who tend to be suffering alone.Dr. This book is a lifesaver for me
personally. If nothing at all else it can help you realize how APD is often misdiagnosed in a kid and for that
reason, medicated for ADHD or Insert. I must watch tv with the subtitles on because I cannot
understand the words despite the fact that there is nothing incorrect with my hearing. I can't stand
music much, even though I enjoy dance and am a fairly significant ballroom dancer. I obtain irritable when
I am forced to maintain noisy environments, and trying to truly have a social food in a restaurant is
definitely torture for me. Great Reserve - not for light reading This is actually the go-to book on Audio
Processing disorder. Giving me a knowledge of how my hearing differs from that of others, this reserve
offers benefited me socially, in educational environments, and in the workplace. I now understand why I
cannot stand to possess a radio playing in the backdrop, why attending course in school was often
counterproductive (I learned much better just by reading the materials), and why I often need to
question others to speak slowly or say something again. Given that I can clarify the proceedings, most
folks are happy to help me in any way they are able to. Before, they just thought I was hard to deal with.
He has significant difficulty with auditory memory space and with hearing when there is normally
background noise. It addresses a broad field and if you don't are in neuro-scientific audiology, speech
pathology, or so on, most of it will not apply to any one individual. I've sent this to close friends and

relatives so they can better know very well what their children and grandchildren (and perhaps
themselves)have been struggling with. Helped a whole lot with understanding. Great info but from middle in
is an excessive amount of into to a layman Five Stars Great book. She managed to get very clear that
much could possibly be done to greatly help with the various problems, but also recognizing that not really
everyone will be able to overcome all their difficulties completely. It really is well written and provides
anecdotal information which is unbelievably useful if you have a kid in your life who is struggling in school.
Very helpful for teachers and parents alike This book was perfect to help me understand adjustment
processing disorder.I would have liked more specific information about the various types of auditory
processing disorder, therapy for the many types, etc. I am hoping it helps you just as much as it offers
helped me and my family. Five Stars Great book Five Stars Very useful for parents whose children might
have CEntral Auditory Processing difficulties
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